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LAERSTATE BV – Decisions of the Board of 
Directors or not, as the case may be 
BY ARUN BIRLA AND DAVID MALLETT  

In one of the more important cases of 2009, the UK First-Tier Tribunal (the "Tribunal") held that 
whilst Laerstate BV was a company incorporated in the Netherlands it was resident for tax 
purposes within the UK because one of its two directors ("Person A") was deemed to have made 
decisions concerning the company’s policy, strategy and management predominantly from within 
the UK.  

Background: 

Laerstate BV was acquired by Person A, who subsequently became a director in 1992, resigning in 
1996. Laerstate BV had one other director ("Director B"), who was based continuously in the 
Netherlands. During the course of its business activities Laerstate BV made arrangements to 
subscribe for certain shares in Lonrho plc, which were later disposed of, following Person A’s 
resignation as a director. Laerstate BV sought relief under the 1980 UK-Netherlands tax treaty in 
respect of dividends received from Lonrho plc, claiming repayment of over £2 million in tax credits. 
The Inland Revenue assessed Laerstate BV with regards to both corporation tax in respect of the 
gain arising on the disposal of the shares and advance corporation tax, an assessment that 
Laerstate BV contested on the basis that it was not resident in the UK at the relevant times and, 
therefore, not subject to UK tax. 

The Tribunal found that Director B acted primarily on Person A’s instructions (before and after his 
directorship) without properly considering the decisions to be made by Laerstate BV. The Tribunal 
noted that a key factor in this case was the level of information available to Director B, which 
might otherwise have enabled him to make an informed decision (the Tribunal noted that 
"[Director B's] activities were limited to signing documents when told to do so [by Person A] and 
dealing with routine matters such as accounts"). As such, the Tribunal concluded that these 
decisions were made by Person A (predominantly in the UK) therefore leading to its ruling that 
Laerstate BV was to be considered as UK resident for tax purposes, both before and after Person 
A's tenure as a director. 

Analysis: 

Ignoring the double tax treaty perspective, a company incorporated in the UK will be deemed 
resident in the UK for tax purposes and a company incorporated outside the UK will be deemed 
resident in the UK for tax purposes if it is centrally managed and controlled within the UK. To 
determine if a company is managed and controlled in the UK, emphasis is typically placed on the 
location of the board meetings of the company.  

However, the ruling in Laerstate BV illustrates the need to consider how a company is in fact run – 
central management and control may not actually be exercised by the board of directors at all. To 
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the extent a company is managed or controlled by individuals outside of board meetings, with such 
management and control extending beyond that “concerned only with ministerial matters and 
matters of good housekeeping”, then the location of this source of management and control will 
also be considered in determining where a company’s central management and control is located. 

Potential Implications: 

The Tribunal’s decision in Laerstate BV evidences the increasing risk that the actions of UK-based 
individuals (whether a director outside of the board room or another individual), exercising control 
over the decision-making of a company, can constitute sufficient management and control of that 
company so as to bring the relevant company within the UK tax net.  The point is of relevance to a 
variety of structures ranging from the more complex corporate migrations/inversions to the simple 
scenario of a wholly owned subsidiary. 

Amongst other standard procedures to adopt, directors, acting through regular board meetings 
outside the UK, should ensure that they have sufficient information to hand in order to enable 
them to make informed decisions on behalf of the company. These board meetings should be fully 
documented. Finally, directors should avoid signing (upon instruction) documents provided by third 
parties without first having possession of sufficient information to allow an informed decision. This 
decision should be the result of a properly convened and considered board meeting, where specific 
consideration is given to the understanding of the implications of the documents and the benefit 
and impact to the company of entry into such documents. 

 

  

If you have any questions concerning these developing issues, please do not hesitate to contact: 
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Arun Birla  
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